
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD ESSAY FOR AP ENGLISH

The AP English Language and Composition essay is part of the final exam to Explore this Article Developing a Strong
Essay Writing the Essay Polishing Your Essay . Map out this outline on paper before starting the essay.

Writing the Essay A traditional essay includes an introduction, body, and conclusion. I recommend that you
advise your students to write directly on the passage and make quick notes and outlines in the margins. Read
the passage carefully, noting what ideas, evidence, and rhetorical devices are relevant to the specific essay
prompt. In your introduction, make sure that you include a strong, analytical thesis statement, a sentence that
explains your paper's idea and defines the scope of your essay. This allows you time to catch the "honest
mistakes" that can be corrected easily, such as a misspelled word or punctuation error. A sophisticated writer
embeds phrases from the text into his or her own sentences during discussion. Explain exactly how the
evidence presented leads to your thesis. Frequently, a very good essay demonstrates understanding of multiple
sides of an issue and presents a "qualifying argument" that appreciates these many sides. Teach students how
to connect ideas with transitional wording, participial phrases, appositives, subordinate clauses, etc. This
organizational time is crucial to producing a high-scoring essay. A high-scoring paper makes relevant,
insightful, analytical points about the passage. Mere parroting of the prompt often leads to floundering around
instead of developing a clear direction. Conceive your thesis statement, which will go in your introductory
paragraph. Like the argument essays, you'll want to liberally use the text, both implicitly and explicitly. A
paper without indentation or with unclear indentation often confuses a Reader. Avoid obvious commentary.
Ironically, some of their papers score only a 2 because they lack clarity and sometimes say nothing of
relevance to the prompt. Do attempt, however, to provide more than mere summary; try to make a point
beyond the obvious, which will indicate your essay's superiority. Find the right word. I ask my students to
imagine children making the same tower or castle each time they played with blocks. Of course, you should
also keep in mind that a conclusion is not absolutely necessary in order to receive a high score. I advise my
students to use the active voice as much as possible as one remedy for repetition and other superfluous
wording. In your argument essays, provide appropriate and sufficient evidence from the passage s and your
knowledge of the world. Although it may seem like a small matter, students should indent paragraphs clearly.
An arsenal of appropriate vocabulary and analytical wording reveals a brilliant mind at work, but writers
should make certain that the words fit. Prove that you are in touch with your society and the world around you.
In your rhetorical analysis essays, be sure to accurately identify rhetorical and literary devices the author
employs, and then examine how they create effects and help build the author's point. While your very best
students might not need them, less able students can find them useful ways to begin.


